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Live Wire Penguin
COMING SOON TO PRIME VIDEO by internationally bestselling author Harlan Coben.
Mickey Bolitar's year can't get much worse. After witnessing his father's death and sending his
mom to rehab, he's forced to live with his estranged uncle Myron and switch high schools.
Fortunately, he's met a great girl, Ashley, and it seems like things might finally be improving.
But then Ashley vanishes. Mickey follows Ashley's trail into a seedy underworld that reveals that
Ashley isn't who she claimed to be. And neither was Mickey's father. Soon Mickey learns about a
conspiracy so shocking that it leaves him questioning everything about the life he thought he
knew. First introduced to readers in Harlan Coben's novel Live Wire Mickey Bolitar is as quick-
witted and clever as his uncle Myron, and eager to go to any length to save the people he cares
about. Follow Mickey Bolitar on his next adventure in Seconds Away! Look for all three books
in the series!
The Viking Way Prometheus Books
An ordinary snapshot causes a mother’s world to unravel in this shocking thriller from the bestselling
author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger. When Grace Lawson picks up a newly
developed set of family photographs, there is a picture that doesn't belong-a photo from at least twenty
years ago with a man in it who looks strikingly like her husband, Jack. And though Jack denies it's him,
he disappears that night, taking the photo with him. Now, to save her family from a fierce, silent killer
who will stop at nothing to get the photo, Grace must confront the dark corners of her own tragic past....
Shelter (Book One) Bantam
From New York Times bestselling author Harlan Coben comes an unforgettable duet of classic
novels—two top-notch thrillers filled with the author’s signature storytelling genius. TELL NO ONE For
Dr. David Beck, the loss was shattering. And every day for the past eight years, he has relived the
horror of what happened. The gleaming lake. The pale moonlight. The piercing screams. The night his
wife was taken. The last night he saw her alive. Everyone tells him it’s time to move on, to forget the
past once and for all. But for David Beck, there can be no closure. A message has appeared on his
computer, a phrase only he and his dead wife know. Suddenly Beck is taunted with the impossible—that
somewhere, somehow, his wife is alive…and he’s been warned to tell no one. “A COMPELLING AND
ORIGINAL SUSPENSE THRILLER.” —Los Angeles Times GONE FOR GOOD As a boy, Will Klein had
a hero: his older brother, Ken. Then, on a warm suburban night in the Kleins’ affluent New Jersey
neighborhood, a young woman—a girl Will had once loved—was found brutally murdered in her family’s
basement. The prime suspect: Ken Klein. With the evidence against him overwhelming, Ken simply
vanished. And when his shattered family never heard from Ken again, they were sure he was gone for
good. Now eleven years have passed. Will has found proof that Ken is alive. And this is just the first in
a series of stunning revelations as Will is forced to confront startling truths about his brother, and even
himself. “RIVETING…HAS MORE TWISTS AND TURNS THAN AN AMUSEMENT PARK RIDE.”
—USA Today
Malice Domestic Oxbow Books Limited
SOON TO BE A NETFLIX SERIES! A widowed veteran gets the shock of her life in this impossible-to-put-
down thriller from the bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix dramas The Stranger and Stay Close. In
the course of eight consecutive #1 New York Times bestsellers, millions of readers have discovered Harlan
Coben’s page-turning thrillers, filled with his trademark edge-of-your-seat suspense and gut-wrenching
emotion. In Fool Me Once, Coben once again outdoes himself.... Former special ops pilot Maya, home from
the war, sees an unthinkable image captured by her nanny cam while she is at work: her two-year-old
daughter playing with Maya’s husband, Joe—who was brutally murdered two weeks earlier. The
provocative question at the heart of the mystery: Can you believe everything you see with your own eyes,
even when you desperately want to? To find the answer, Maya must finally come to terms with deep secrets
and deceit in her own past before she can face the unbelievable truth about her husband—and herself.

Gone for Good Penguin
Detective to the stars, Myron Bolitar will hunt down the truth. "Coben grabs
you with the opening paragraph and never lets you go" Observer Detective to
the stars, Myron Bolitar will hunt down the truth. 'Coben grabs you with the
opening paragraph and never lets you go' Observer Contains: DEAL BREAKER,
DROP SHOT, FADE AWAY, BACK SPIN, ONE FALSE MOVE, THE FINAL
DETAIL, DARKEST FEAR, PROMISE ME, LONG LOST.
Harlan Coben - The Myron Bolitar Collection (ebook) Dutton
Sometimes the ugliest truth is better than the prettiest of lies... From the SUNDAY TIMES
bestselling author of SIX YEARS. A beautiful woman walking into Myron Bolitar's office
asking for help should have been a dream come true. Only this woman, Suzze T, is in tears -
and eight months pregnant... Suzze's rock star husband has disappeared, and she fears the
rumours questioning her baby's paternity have driven him away. For Myron, questions of
fatherhood couldn't hit closer to home. His own father is clinging precariously to life, and the
brother who abandoned the family years ago has resurfaced - with danger following close
behind. Myron is soon forced to confront deep secrets in Suzze's past, his family's mortality
- and his own...
Deal Breaker/Drop Shot Delta
The bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger reveals the deadly
consequences that can be born of the best intentions in this Myron Bolitar thriller. As the
school year winds down, Myron Bolitar is determined to help keep his friends’ children safe
from the dangers of drinking and driving. So he makes two neighborhood girls promise him
that if they are ever in a bind but are afraid to call their parents, they must call him. Several
nights later, the call comes at two a.m. The next day, a girl is missing and Myron is the last
person who saw her. Racing to find her before she’s gone forever, Myron must outrun his
own troubled past and decide once and for all who he is and what he will stand up for...

Three Great Novels Penguin
Magic, sorcery and witchcraft are among the most common themes of the great
medieval Icelandic sagas and poems, the problematic yet vital sources that
provide our primary textual evidence for the Viking Age that they claim to
describe. Yet despite the consistency of this picture, surprisingly little

archaeological or historical research has been done to explore what this may
really have meant to the men and women of the time. This book examines the
evidence for Old Norse sorcery, looking at its meaning and function, practice
and practitioners, and the complicated constructions of gender and sexual
identity with which these were underpinned. Combining strong elements of
eroticism and aggression, sorcery appears as a fundamental domain of women's
power, linking them with the gods, the dead and the future. Their battle spells
and combat rituals complement the men's physical acts of fighting, in a
supernatural empowerment of the Viking way of life. What emerges is a
fundamentally new image of the world in which the Vikings understood
themselves to move, in which magic and its implications permeated every
aspect of a society permanently geared for war. In this fully revised and
expanded second edition, Neil Price takes us with him on a tour through the
sights and sounds of this undiscovered country, meeting its human and
otherworldly inhabitants, including the S�mi with whom the Norse partly
shared this mental landscape. On the way we explore Viking notions of the mind
and soul, the fluidity of the boundaries that they drew between humans and
animals, and the immense variety of their spiritual beliefs. We find magic in the
Vikings' bedrooms and on their battlefields, and we meet the sorcerers
themselves through their remarkable burials and the tools of their trade.
Combining archaeology, history and literary scholarship with extensive studies
of Germanic and circumpolar religion, this multi-award-winning book shows us
the Vikings as we have never seen them before.
Stay Close Penguin
Two young companions, Totho and Salma, arrive at Tark to spy on the menacing
Wasp army, but are there mistakenly apprehended as enemy agents. By the time they
are freed, the city is already under siege. Over in the imperial capital the young
emperor, Alvdan, is becoming captivated by a remarkable slave, the vampiric Uctebri,
who claims he knows of magic that can grant eternal life. In Collegium, meanwhile,
Stenwold is still trying to persuade the city magnates to take seriously the Wasp
Empire's imminent threat to their survival. In a colorful drama involving mass warfare
and personal combat, a small group of heroes must stand up against what seems like
an unstoppable force. This volume continues the story that so brilliantly unfolded in
Empire in Black and Gold - and the action is still non-stop.

Tell No One Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Two of Sunday Timesnumber one best-selling author Harlan Coben's nail-biting
thrillers wrapped up in one new edition.DEAL BREAKER Investigator and
sports agent Myron Bolitar is poised on the edge of the big-time. So is
Christian Steele, a rookie quarterback and Myron's prized client. But when
Christian gets a phone call from a former girlfriend, a woman who everyone,
including the police, believes is dead, the dealstarts to go sour. Suddenly
Myron is up against the dark side of his business - where image and talent
make you rich, but the truth can get you killed.DROP SHOTValerie Simpson is
a young female tennis star with a troubled past who's now on the verge of a
comeback and wants Myron as her agent. Myron couldn't be happier - he's also
got the hottest male tennis star, Duane Richwood, on his books. That is, until
Valerie is murdered in broad daylight at the U.S. Open and Myron's number one
client becomes the number one suspect. As Myron begins to investigate he
uncovers hidden truths and soon realises that these secrets are not only
dangerous, they're deadly.
The Stranger Penguin
Hotheaded, tenderhearted sports agent Myron Bolitar is no rookie in the world
of suspense fiction. The complex, fascinating brainchild of Edgar
Award–winning storyteller Harlan Coben, Bolitar has faced off against
ruthlessly competitive superstars, desperate gamblers and groupies, and, on
more than one occasion, even the mob. Now the first seven novels of Harlan
Coben’s acclaimed series are teamed up in this convenient eBook bundle,
including: DEAL BREAKER DROP SHOT FADE AWAY BACK SPIN ONE
FALSE MOVE THE FINAL DETAIL DARKEST FEAR Praise for Harlan Coben
and his Myron Bolitar novels “The modern master of the hook-and-twist.”—Dan
Brown “What sets Harlan Coben above the crowd are wit and wicked
nonchalance.”—Los Angeles Times “Don’t let Coben’s wry observations fool
you: They gift wrap keen insights into our society.”—The Washington Post Book
World “Myron Bolitar is one of the most engaging heroes in mystery
fiction.”—Dennis Lehane “[Coben] combines Chandler’s wry wit with Ross
MacDonald’s moral complexity.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer “A gifted storyteller
. . . Mystery just comes along for the ride.”—The Denver Post “Like fellow
wisecracking P.I.’s Spenser and Elvis Cole, Myron Bolitar is great fun in the
best ‘hard-boiled’ tradition.”—Houston Chronicle
Miracle Cure Center Point
Ten years after the high-profile kidnapping of two young boys, only one returns home in this
gripping #1 New York Times bestselling Myron Bolitar thriller from the bestselling author
and creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger. A decade ago, kidnappers grabbed two
boys from wealthy families and demanded ransom, then went silent. No trace of the boys
ever surfaced. For ten years their families have been left with nothing but painful memories
and a quiet desperation for the day that has finally, miraculously arrived: Myron Bolitar and
his friend Win believe they have located one of the boys, now a teenager. Where has he
been for ten years, and what does he know about the day, more than half a life ago, when he
was taken? And most critically: What can he tell Myron and Win about the fate of his missing
friend? Drawing on his singular talent, Harlan Coben delivers an explosive and deeply
moving thriller about friendship, family, and the meaning of home.
Fool Me Once Simon and Schuster
The editors present a collection of the best mystery writing culled from a variety of
sources.
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One False Move Hachette UK
For Dr. David Beck, the loss was shattering. And every day for the past eight
years, he has relived the horror of what happened. The gleaming lake. The pale
moonlight. The piercing screams. The night his wife was taken. The last night
he saw her alive. Everyone tells him it’s time to move on, to forget the past
once and for all. But for David Beck, there can be no closure. A message has
appeared on his computer, a phrase only he and his dead wife know. Suddenly
Beck is taunted with the impossible–that somewhere, somehow, Elizabeth is
alive. Beck has been warned to tell no one. And he doesn’t. Instead, he runs
from the people he trusts the most, plunging headlong into a search for the
shadowy figure whose messages hold out a desperate hope. But already Beck
is being hunted down. He’s headed straight into the heart of a dark and deadly
secret–and someone intends to stop him before he gets there.
One False Move Hachette UK
#1 New York Times Bestselling novelist Harlan Coben partners with a talented debut
illustrator in this fantastical and funny adventure for fans of David Wiesner and
William Joyce It's family dinner night, and Walden would like to be anywhere other
than the kitchen in the middle of chores. Suddenly his wish is granted: He is
magically swooped into one of his own drawings on the fridge, and finds himself on a
one-of-a-kind adventure. After battling a crayon monster, he catches a plane ride into
an old photo, escapes a troop of monkeys by cannonballing into an aquarium ticket,
survives an ice-maker earthquake, and more. Kids will love studying the dynamic,
comic-book-inspired illustrations in this zany, surprise-filled journey that culminates
in a heartfelt appreciation of family.

Back Spin Penguin
The bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger
delivers a twisted #1 New York Times bestseller about a man who—with the
best of intentions—opens the wrong door... Reporter Wendy Tynes is making a
name for herself, bringing down sexual offenders on nationally televised sting
operations. But when social worker Dan Mercer walks into her trap, Wendy
gets thrown into a story more complicated than she could ever imagine. Dan is
tied to the disappearance of a seventeen-year-old New Jersey girl, and the
shocking consequences will have Wendy doubting her instincts about the
motives of the people around her, while confronting the true nature of guilt,
grief, and her own capacity for forgiveness...
Two Nights Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
LONGLISTED FOR THE COMEDY WOMEN IN PRINT (CWIP) PRIZE.
KILLING EVE MEETS MICK HERRON IN THIS GRIPPING AND WITTY PAGE-
TURNER ABOUT HAVING IT ALL, KEEPING IT ALL AND SURVIVING IT
ALL. 'Brilliant' HUGH GRANT 'Takes spy fiction to a new level' CLAIRE
ALLAN Lex Tyler is trying to have it all, but being a working mother is so
much more difficult when you're a secret agent for an underground branch of
the security services. Platform Eight have been tasked with tracking down and
eliminating the traitor in MI6 who has been selling information to the highest
bidder through a headhunting website for the criminal underworld that connects
intelligence operatives with all manner of bad people with a simple right swipe.
Deals get made. Secrets get sold. Missions fail. Agents die. It's down to Lex
and her team to identify and eliminate the traitor before they assassinate
China's Minister of Commerce and ruin relations between the UK and China
forever. But when your husband doesn't know exactly what your job entails and
the future of the intelligence services rests on your shoulders, can one working
mother save the day? This is one mission that Lex cannot afford to fail.
Deal Breaker Orion
Edgar Award-winner Harlan Coben brings us his most astonishing—and deeply
personal—novel yet. And it all begins when Myron Bolitar’s ex tells him he’s a
father . . . of a dying thirteen-year-old boy. Myron never saw it coming. A
surprise visit from an ex-girlfriend is unsettling enough. But Emily Downing’s
news brings him to his knees. Her son Jeremy is dying and needs a bone-
marrow transplant—from a donor who has vanished without a trace. Then comes
the real shocker: The boy is Myron’s son, conceived the night before her
wedding to another man. Staggered by the news, Myron plunges into a search
for the missing donor. But finding him means cracking open a dark mystery that
involves a broken family, a brutal kidnapping spree, and the FBI. Somewhere in
the sordid mess is the donor who disappeared. And as doubts emerge about
Jeremy’s true paternity, a child vanishes, igniting a chain reaction of
heartbreaking truth and chilling revelation. Praise for Darkest Fear “A slam
dunk . . . You race to turn the pages . . . both suspenseful and often surprisingly
funny.”—People “Terrific.”—Boston Globe “A winner.”—Orlando Sentinel “Fast-
paced . . . layered with both tenderness and fun . . . Coben [is] a gifted
storyteller.”—Denver Post
Just One Look Bonnier Zaffre Ltd.
“Another winner . . . Pungent observations, indelibly drawn characters and a twisting,
surprise-laden plot.”—Atlanta Journal and Constitution Kidnappers have snatched the
teenage son of super-star golfer Linda Coldren and her husband, Jack, an aging pro,
at the height of the U.S. Open. To help get the boy back, sports agent Myron Bolitar
goes charging after clues and suspects from the Main Line mansions to a downtown
cheaters’ motel—and back in time to a U.S. Open twenty-three years ago, when Jack
Coldren should have won, but didn't. Suddenly Myron finds him self surrounded by
blue bloods, criminals, and liars. And as one family's darkest secrets explode into
murder, Myron finds out just how rough this game can get. In novels that crackle with
wit and suspense, Edgar Award winner Harlan Coben has created one of the most
fascinating and complex heroes in suspense fiction—Myron Bolitar—a hotheaded,
tenderhearted sports agent who grows more and more engaging and unpredictable
with each page-turning appearance. “Sharp plotting and emotional density, as well as
nonstop wisecracks.”—Publishers Weekly

Promise Me Penguin
In this sixth novel in the award-winning Myron Bolitar series, Harlan Coben
delivers a riveting powerhouse thriller—a twisting mystery of betrayal, family
secrets, and murder. “Sly humor, sophisticated plotting, and solid
storytelling.”—Chicago Tribune Myron Bolitar’s colleague at MB SportsReps,
Esperanza, has been arrested for the murder of a client, a fallen baseball star
attempting a comeback. Myron is determined to prove Esperanza’s

innocence—even if she won’t speak to him on the advice of her lawyer, who
warns Myron to keep away from both the case and his client. But Myron is
already too close, too involved, and has too much at stake. And the closer
Myron gets to the truth, the more the evidence points to the only viable suspect
besides Esperanza: Myron himself.
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